
Truckliner®  bed liners are designed 
exclusively to protect the box of the truck of 
the wear by its use. If you are in the 
business of working hard, a bed liner 
Truckliner®  is the ideal work partner, 
offering protection against dents, scratches, 
mildew, corrosion and every wear and tear 
and hit of the day.

Built in resistant materials and in 
only one piece, no joints. 
Highly unlikely to break or get cracked and 
resistant to daily chemicals such as fuels 
and acids in batteries. 

BED LINER
CHEVROLET S-10

RESISTANT, STRONG &
LONG LASTING 

GENERAL FEATURES

CUSTOM MOLDED FOR 
PERFECT FITTING

Non-slip
surface

Impossible to 
crack or break

Resistant to
chemical liquids

UV protection No drilling
system

Especially shaped
for perfect fit

INNER RAILMODEL + RAIL CAP

MANUFACTURED UNDER ISO 9001:2015 
QUALITY STANDARDS



All Truckliner® bed liners provide a unique 
non-slip surface.
Our outer rail models have slots, which allow 
to fasten the cargo with a board. 
These features help to hold the cargo still, 
whatever the ground is. 

Bed liners Truckliner® are very 
easy to install by means of tiny holes. 
Instructions are simple and included 
in the kit. All bed liners can be 
removed from your vehicle for 
maintenance or re placement in 
another vehicle (same model). 

A non-perforation system is available in 
most models. The original assembly 
screw-holes of your vehicle, its fixing 
clips or fastening hooks (plus a support 
for the Truckliner® adapter between 
the bed liner and the original fastening 
holes) are used to fasten the bed liner to 
the bed of your pick-up thus avoiding 
perforation of your vehicle. 

BED LINER
CHEVROLET S-10

Inner Rail Model
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NON-SLIP SURFACE 
/ BOARD SLOTEASY INSTALLATION

NON-PERFORATION
SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES

+ rail cap

Leader in the aftermarket for pick-ups 
in Latin America.
BED LINERS |  BUMPERS |  DEFLECTORS |  RAIL CAP |  ROOF BOXES


